
any kind of chronology or periodization, nor

does she identify distinctions (much less

actual conflict) among her protagonists. As a

result, the analysis seems pat in places, the

chapters sometimes a little repetitive and

predictable.

Nevertheless, this book is a welcome

contribution to a now extensive literature on the

New Economic Policy, building in particular on

existing scholarship on propaganda and posters,

sexuality, public health, and women. Starks’s

account is engaging (and sometimes humorous),

and the volume as a whole provides a vibrant

portrait of a wide range of propaganda sources

(including twenty-six illustrations and eight

plates on topics such as smoking, handwashing,

breastfeeding, and even nude sunbathing).

Chapters could easily and productively be

incorporated into undergraduate teaching.

While the focus upon visions and intentions can

be frustrating, this book successfully portrays

the Utopianism of the 1920s and the centrality

of health and hygiene to the Bolsheviks’

revolutionary project.

Susan K Morrissey,

School of Slavonic and East European Studies,

UCL

Martin Edwards, Control and the
therapeutic trial: rhetoric and experimentation
in Britain, 1918–1948, Wellcome Series in

the History of Medicine, Clio Medica 82,

Amsterdam and New York, Rodopi,

2006, pp. 221, e46.00 (hardback

978-90-420-2273-7).

Featured on the cover of this book is an

advertising poster for Hale’s Life Tonic, “for
that ‘TIRED-OUT’ CONDITION” mounted behind a

painted image of a turn-of-the-century medical

laboratory, with its acutely attentive researchers

stationed at their instruments. Their life tonic is

“control”, not the reality but the word, and

bolstered by its enchantment they go boldly

forth to slay the dragon of traditionalism.

Therapeutic research in the three decades

covered by this book marched under its banner,

or so argues Martin Edwards, who brings an

analysis of rhetoric to the history of the clinical

trial in Britain. He is a bit ambivalent about the

function of rhetoric of science, for while he

understands well its legitimacy in any

endeavour to persuade, often it seems to be

accompanied by a tacit “mere”. The “control”

that was exalted had no specifiable meaning, he

argues, and a “‘controlled trial’ did not

designate a single methodology, but signified

approval for a trial conducted under the proper

supervision and regulation of the M[edical]

R[esearch] C[ouncil] and which should

therefore, by implication, be regarded as

trustworthy and reliable” (p. 176). Mere

practitioners of medicine, though they

sometimes experimented, were always

vulnerable to the charge of inadequate control.

Deprived of this tonic, they succumb to low

spirits and brain fag.

This book is based principally on five

episodes or case studies, sandwiched between

an introduction and conclusion. The narrative

template of the first four cases involves an

illegitimate victory of illusory or meaningless

“control” over alternative conceptions of

medical expertise. In the first two of these,

the MRC victory is won over faddish

therapies of the 1920s: the treatment of

diabetes by a diet of raw animal pancreas,

and medical deployment of the healing power

of light for a variety of ailments. The next

two chapters concern tests of new therapies

that were favoured by laboratory medicine:

first serum therapy for pneumonia, then

influenza immunization. Here Edwards is

better able to bring out ambiguities, since the

researchers themselves had to argue that

conditions were somehow never quite right to

make visible the effectiveness of their

potions. His final case is a struggle between

two versions of the medical experiment, one

advocated by Almroth Wright, sometime

opponent of statistics, and the other by

Austin Bradford Hill, patron saint of the

randomized clinical trial. Here Edwards

speaks rather of semantics than of rhetoric,

and interprets the triumph of statistics as a
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victory of clear terminology based on

familiar English words over Wright’s

commitment to a technical vocabulary of

teeming neologisms that seem as barbarous to

us as to his contemporaries.

Edwards does not succeed in showing that

“control” was meaningless, though he does

illustrate a fundamental shift of sense over

the three decades covered by this study. The

MRC in the 1920s did not demand control

groups, but rather wanted as much as

possible to hold all variables constant apart

from the one under investigation. His charge

depends on their failure to articulate a

definition in the (predominantly) very short

articles that make up their side of the

disputation, and he does not look for an

explicit doctrine in other sources such as

textbooks. Advocates of (controlled)

randomized trials, especially Hill, were at

pains to expound their methodology.

Edwards draws on a generation of

scholarship, including several well-known

but unpublished dissertations, to show how

much these rationales ignored, and how

differently the “gold standard” methodology

functions in real life from the ideal. He also

gives many examples of incoherent

journalistic invocations of “control”, offering

little beyond admiration for those modern

types who know how to take charge and

leave nothing to chance but randomization

itself.

Theodore M Porter,

University of California, Los Angeles

Mark Harrison, Margaret Jones,

and Helen Sweet (eds), From western
medicine to global medicine: the hospital
beyond the west, Hyderabad, Orient
BlackSwan, 2009, pp. x, 489, Rs 795.00

(hardback 978-81-250-3702-6).

In order to understand how western

medicine “came to be the dominant form of

medicine around the world”, Mark Harrison

remarks in his introduction to this timely set

of essays, it is necessary to examine “the

institution which has, more than any other,

come to symbolize Western medicine—the

modern hospital” (p. 1). Although neither this

observation nor Harrison’s remark that in

most extra-European countries the hospital

“has become the main focus for the

dissemination of Western medicine” (ibid.)

is strenuously put to the test (as by

considering the relative impact of disease-

eradication programmes), it is undeniable

that hospitals were highly influential in the

spread of western medical ideas and practices

and in the creation of new medical

institutions and structures around the globe.

Nor is there reason to doubt that the neglected

study of the hospital in Asia, Africa and

beyond can provide fresh insight into how

western medicine was propagated and

perceived. Although Harrison’s introduction

presents a wide overview, tracing the history

of the western hospital back to the early

phases of European expansion, the fourteen

essays in this volume focus almost entirely

on the period from the 1840s to the present.

Among the region-specific studies,

five—Julie Parle on a Natal mental

institution, Walter Bruchhausen on missions

in Tanzania, Anne Digby on Victoria

Hospital, Lovedale, Helen Sweet on

missionary medicine in Zululand

and Simonne Horwitz on a Soweto

hospital—relate to southern or eastern

Africa, while one other, by Guillaume

Lachenal, rather oddly looks not at a

hospital but at the Pasteur Institute in the

Cameroons after 1945. A similar number of

essays encompass colonial and post-colonial

South Asia—India, Ceylon, Nepal and

Bangladesh (by Seán Lang, Margaret Jones,

Ian Harper and Shahaduz Zaman

respectively)—while David Hardiman’s

widely ranging essay on mission hospitals

draws extensively on Indian material. The

three remaining pieces—Robert John

Perrins on Manchuria, Hormoz Ebrahimnejad

on nineteenth-century Iran, and Philippe

Bourmaud on late Ottoman

Palestine—further add to the regional mix.
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